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Start acting out what
you read for greater
gains in fluency and
comprehension!

IFLT 2015
COMPREHENSIBLE INPUT

Reader
and compelling!

LANGUAGE IN CONTEXT

Presented by Kristy Placido

Select scenes
What kinds of scenes are best to act out? Think of novels you teach. Are
any particular scenes jumping to your mind?

Props
Gather a few props. What props do you already have that would be fun to
incorporate? What is the BEST free prop you ve ever used?

Actors

Props make everything more fun and
they needn t be elaborate or
expensive!

It is ok to use the same actors again and again. What are some coaching
strategies you noticed today?

Dialogue
What are some ways to deal with dialogue?

Pacing
How can you adjust your pacing for maximum comprehension and interest?

Coach the actors for best results!

Notes:
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Question Answer Relationships
- Strategies for Differentiating QuestionsRead this passage, then complete each question starter with an
original question about the text:
From July 14!17,language teachers from around the world have gathered in St. Paul,
Minnesota for the 2015 iFLT conference. At the iFLT conference, teachers receive
training in TPRS® (Teaching Proficiency through Reading and Storytelling) and
CI (Comprehensible Input) strategies. They teach languages as diverse as Spanish,
German, English, Japanese, and French!!just to name a few! They have come to the
conference with the hope of becoming more effective teachers through training,
coaching, collaboration, and observation.

1. Who…?
2. What…?
3. ...where…?
4. When...?
5. How…?
6. Why….?
7. What else...?
8. What do you think...?
9. Do you...?
10. Have you...?

FOUR QUESTION TYPES:
1. _______________________ ! Text only; answer found in one specific location.
2._______________________ ! Text only; combine info from multiple locations.
3._______________________ ! Combines textual information with opinions & knowledge
4._______________________ ! Not in the text; personalizes information from the text
Copyright © 2015 Martina Bex ● www.martinabex.com ● The Comprehensible Classroom
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Question Answer Relationships
- Strategies for Differentiating QuestionsEvery afternoon, Natalie studies for her math and science classes for two hours.
She also reads for one hour for English class and practices piano for a half hour
for her music class. She likes to run and play Words with Friends, but she doesn’t
always have time after her schoolwork is done.

Right There #1:

______________________________________________________________

Right There #2:

______________________________________________________________

Think & Search #1: ______________________________________________________________
Think & Search #2: _____________________________________________________________
Author & Me #1:

______________________________________________________________

Author & Me #2:

______________________________________________________________

On My Own #1:

______________________________________________________________

On My Own #2:

______________________________________________________________

QAR IN THE CLASSROOM
Communicative QAR: http://martinabex.com/2012/02/01/communicative!qar/
Whole class activity ● Write Q’s after reading ● Kagan strategies
Grab and Go: http://martinabex.com/2013/04/17/grab!and!go/
Small group activity ● Write Qs while reading ● Answer Qs while reading
Jeopardy Q&A: http://martinabex.com/2014/03/01/jeopardy!qa/
Whole class activity ● Teacher writes answers ● Students write questions
Story Fan N Pick: http://martinabex.com/2013/04/06/fan!n!pick!forms/
Small group activity ● Teacher writes questions ● Students discuss then class

Copyright © 2015 Martina Bex ● www.martinabex.com ● The Comprehensible Classroom
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Felipe Alou: From the Valleys to the Mountains by Carol Gaab Copyright © 2012 TPRS Publishing, Inc. ● 3
All rights reserved. http://www.tprstorytelling.com/images/file/Felipe-ENG-web-spl.pdf
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Forming a
Foundation through
Film
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-Carrie Toth NBCT, CSCTFL TOY ‘14.

We are the change.
Takeaways
Good planning
Planning is the foundation of a successful film study.
What do you want your students to take away from the
film? Is it more than just a viewing for enjoyment?
What can they learn about the target culture through this
study?
1.
Is this film
engaging
for
the
learners
in
your
classroom?
A
successful film study
is contingent on the
fact that the students
enjoy the experience.
2. Does this film complement an exisiting unit or is a
new unit plan necessary? Adding new units keeps
classroom material fresh but enhancing well-loved units
with film has an equally positive effect.
3. How will I chunk the film so that students have the
opportunity to hear target language and yet feel
supported by their L1? For films with removable
subtitles, watching 8-10 minute chunks without subtitles
first allows students to use visual clues to make meaning
of the L2 that they are hearing. Class discussion in L2
provides input of key phrases and helps build the
foundation they need to be successful.

View
Viewing films is a Passion for both teachers and students.
When we view our favorite films, we don’t complete a
worksheet or fill in a character map. How then do we

share what we learned, felt, and thought? We use
interpersonal communication. This is what we want to
cultivate in students who are viewing films. Adding a
worksheet makes it a chore, adding a discussion makes it
feel like a diversion from regular classwork!
Viewing Keys:
1. Flexible, comfortable seating when posible. You
know your students’ personalities. In classes, especially
upper level classes, where the students are mature
enough to handle a flexible seating arrangement, it sets a
tone of camaraderie that is valuable as students share
their thoughts and feelings about what they’ve watched.
2. Know your film. Never show a film without viewing
it yourself first. Never show a film with questionable
content without first asking yourself what can be edited
out, what is essential
permission slip for!
3. Chunk it appropriately.
When a film is culturally
heavy, it is important to
strategically
place
discussion
throughout.
Don’t hesitate to stop and
turn on the lights, get the
kids talking about what
they saw (or what they’re about to see) and what it
Means.
4. Keep it Light for Novices. Novices can certainly
enjoy a film study. They can even enjoy films with the
subtitles removed. The key is to keep the films and
cultural topics light enough that you can continue to use
TL to discuss what they see.

iFLT 2015
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Blend
A good unit is like a smoothie. There’s spinach in it but
your kids can’t taste it! Film study units may be heavy
on culture, grammar pop-ups, input of a group of target
structures, or global issues but they should never feel like
it.
Hiding the Spinach
1. Keep grammar pop-ups as pop-ups. If a unit turns into
an analysis of the hows and whys of the voseo in
argentina, students will lose interest quickly. Pop-up
what they need to know and if it is a key structure,
reinforce it through class discussion throughout the film.
2. Don’t assume. You know what they say! We often
assume prior knowledge that our students don’t have.
Words that we believe are cognates may not be to our
students. Cultural facts that seem obvious to us may be
new to them. And most importantly what is engaging to
us may not be engaging to them… (Let me tell you a
little about my obsession with all things Panama…)
3. Cross curricular boundaries when possible. Many of
our students will not go on to be language teachers, how
can we use film study to connect language to other
subject areas? How can they take what they’ve learned
beyond the classroom to become life-long language
learners and lovers?
A passion for film is a great way to build a classroom
bond. The things students learn about the target culture
and language are critical but the bonds that they form as
you dive into powerful films together are more valuable
still!
Create a list of films you’d like to use in your classroom and
begin brainstorming ways you can bring more films in! How
can you make film study more than just “watching a movie” in
class?
Don’t let your ideas collect dust!
Get busy
brainstorming and go back this fall ready to engage and enrich
your classroom with a Foundation in Film!

iFLT 2015
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Classroom Management
For Low Stress, Low Affective Filter
& High Target Language Use
SUMMARY: There is no instruction without discipline. When students experience the
spontaneity of a foreignlanguage classtaught with comprehensible input and high target
language use, they can interpret that joy as a wisecrack free-for-all. We need to 1) keep
the affective filter low, but we also need to 2) keep students focused and 3) stay in the
TL. To pull off this hat trick we need specialized techniques. We need effective classroom
management strategies that apply to C.I.-based language classes. This session will
provide activities and routines to help new teachers maintain C.I. while maintaining control.

OUTLINE:
Part I: Establish Rapport
A. Connecting with Students by Treating Them with Humanity
1. Sun Tzu

"If soldiers are punished before they have grown attached to
you, they will not prove submissive; and unless submissive,
they will be practically useless.
"If, when soldiers have become attached to you, punishments
are not enforced, they will still be useless.
"Therefore soldiers must be treated in the first instance with
humanity, but kept under control by means of iron discipline."
2. Consistency
Work on rapport every day
Control your emotions by controlling you thoughts
B. Build Community (La Persona Especial)
C. Get Them Good at Learning
1. What Good Language Learners Do (to start them off right)
2. How Lasting and Efficient Learning Works (to keep them learning)

24
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from The Talent Code by Daniel Coyle
D. Teach a Growth Mindset (to teach them to persist in learning)
from Mindset by Carol Dweck

Part II: Keep Them Under Control
A. Routines: Teach routines for everything
B. Head off Trouble: Get them moving before they need to move
C. Get Your Game Face On:
From Tools for Teaching, by Fred Jones (Including PAT time)
D. Classroom  Jobs:    We’re  All  in  This  Together

Part I: Establish Rapport

A. Connect with Students by Treating Them with Humanity
1. Classroom Management and Sun Tzu
Building community and becoming bonded to the teacher helps immensely in managing the
classroom. In the first days we have the opportunity to convince the students of our good will
toward them and to get them to associate positive feelings with your class. It is not as if we
were trying to be anyone's best buddy in the first week or two, but we ARE trying to convince
them that we like and respect them. We want them to grow attached to us and we want them to
become accustomed to doing what we ask. We enforce discipline consistently, but we must
make it a point to bond with the students at the outset.
This is a very different classroom management idea than the classic, "Don't smile until
Christmas" line we may have heard in our university classroom management class. It echoes
the style of the ancient Chinese military strategist Sun Tzu:
"If soldiers are punished before they have grown attached to you, they will
not prove submissive; and unless submissive, they will be practically
useless.
"If, when soldiers have become attached to you, punishments are not
enforced, they will still be useless.
"Therefore soldiers must be treated in the first instance with humanity, but
kept under control by means of iron discipline."
—Sun Tzu, Ancient Chinese military strategist (~400 B.C.) The Art of War, ch. IX
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The comparison to war may seem a bit harsh. This metaphor, like all metaphors, breaks down if
pushed too far. Our students are not little soldiers and teachers are neither generals nor drill
sergeants. We are not fighting against our students and we do not want to control their every
thought, but we do want students to willingly do what we ask them to do in class. As Susan
Gross  always  says,  “Discipline  precedes  instruction.”  To  instill  this  discipline, I, like General Tzu,
would rather have students obeying me because they have good feelings toward me than
because  they  feel  like  they  have  to.  I  imagine  that  Sun  Tzu’s  advice  is  not  easily  taken  by  actual  
soldiers either–probably seems too soft.
Also,  by  I  do  not  take  “iron  discipline”  to  signify  that  the  teacher  should  be  cruel  or  overbearing.  
The  most  common  disciplinary  phrases  I  tend  to  utter  in  my  classes  are  “Bummer!”  and  “That  
stinks!”  Students  all  know  the  rules  and  the  consequences,  so  it is a shame when they get a
consequence. If we have an attachment with the student, usually just showing a bit of
disappointment will work to curb their behavior because they know the expectations and they
know they can do better.
If  Sun  Tzu’s  military  description seems a bit harsh, here is a similar one, softened a bit by
legendary UCLA basketball coach John Wooden:
“There  are  coaches  out  there  who  have  won  championships  with  the  dictator  
approach, among them Vince Lombardi and Bobby Knight. I had a different
philosophy…  For  me  concern,  compassion and consideration were always
priorities  of  the  highest  order.”
2. Consistency
There  always  seems  to  be  one  knucklehead  in  my  classroom  that  just  doesn’t  get  it…    Me!    
When I understand how the classroom is supposed to work things flow and there are fewer
problems. But we must be consistent with our discipline all the time. That is “iron  discipline”  to  
me.    Either  you  are  consistent  or  you  aren’t.    
When we are not consistent we create monsters that will never give up on their mischief. This is
a good example of operant conditioning from Psychology 101. Random intermittent
reinforcement is the most effective way to produce behavior that continues without let up.
Random reinforcement is what entices a rat push a lever thousands of times for a food pellet
just as it lures the Las Vegas gambler to spend his life savings on the slot machines. When a
behavior is always reinforced, the subject loses interest quickly. The rat that gets a food pellet
every single time it pushes a lever quickly does not find it interesting. The rat that never gets a
food pellet quits pushing the lever as well. But the rat that sometimes gets a pellet and
sometimes  doesn’t,  keeps  pushing  the  lever  until  the  skin  on  its  paw  is  rubbed  off.    
We  set  up  a  gambler’s  paradise  in  our  classrooms  when  we  enforce  our  rules  one  day and not
the next. Our random reinforcement trains students to always test the rules and never give up
because we just might crack. One day a student just strikes us as innocent and cute so we fail
to enforce a rule. Another day we are tired and let things slip a bit. Before long students are
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acting up all the time and it feels like things are getting out of control. I have created situations
like this far too often in my classroom and it is exhausting.It creates students that are always
testing the limits. What we need to do to extinguish this wayward behavior is to consistently
reinforce our rules.
3. Body Language.
4. Greetings.

B. Build Community
Much of this information is covered in the Personalization Strategies session. Handouts are
available on the iFLT web page. More “La Persona Especial” explanations and samples of
student tests on what they learned about their peers are available at brycehedstrom.com.

C. Getting Good at Learning
1. What Good Language Learners Do
This is an ongoing lesson that lasts throughout the year describing how it feels to learn. We
teach them how good language learners think and how they act. We teach them how we learn
in here.
A good language learner:
• Doesn’t  judge  himself/herself  by  saying  “I’m  not  good  at  this.”
• Listens and tries to understand and enjoy
• Asks  questions  when  he/she  doesn’t  understand
• Plays with words in his/her mind  “I  wonder  how  this  would  be  used  if…”
• Makes little sentences in his/her mind
• Follows the conversation
• Reads with the intent to understand and enjoy
2. How Lasting and Efficient Learning Works. Teach them that struggling is normal, to be
expected, and a good thing. Students that know how this works do better. After one hour of
instruction on how the brain works, students excelled versus students with no brain training—
despite the one hour of instruction lost, they finished with three times as much learning (!!!!!!).
The sweet spot for learning is at the edge of our abilities: Reach, struggle, repeat
(Careful here—this is not a slogging struggle, but an eager engagement)
3. Precepts from The Talent Code by Daniel Coyle.
Growing A Talent Hotbed: Dan Coyle at TEDxSitka
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Aq0pHpNy6bs
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The secret of learning is myelin. Myelin is the insulation substance in the brain, wrapping the
newly formed neuronal connections to make the faster. It is the white matter that wraps your
gray matter and makes it work more efficiently. Myelin turns your old dial-up brain into high
speed broadband. Every quality practice gives it another wrap. More insulation = faster
processing speed. Messages are transmitted up to 3,000 times faster on a neuron that is fully
insulated with myelin.
Models for high impact training: Getting a lot of the right kind of repetitions
The Z Boys: Lords of Dogtown movie trailer http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E0K6lUm5ynw
Getting the intense, repeated repetitions that they need
Instant feedback in a fun, relatively low risk environment
Futsal/Futbol de Sala: Soccer stuffed in a phone booth and fed amphetamines
The secret of Brazilian soccer dominance
Smaller playing area, smaller ball, more intense, more touches, more defense
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dY7QNxXbziA
Long term focus
How long do you think you will be speaking Spanish?
Longer term timeline = more results with same amount of practice.
No passivity
“But I  didn’t  do  anything!”“I  know,  that’s  the  problem.”

D. A Growth Mindset
THE MOST IMPORTANT WORD
The most important word in this class is todavía. Todavía means  “yet”  as  in:  No  habloespañol…  
todavía(I  don’t  speak  Spanish…  yet),  No  entiendo…  todavía(I  don’t  understand…  yet.)  and  No
puedo…todavía(I  can’t…yet).In this class you will learn Spanish as you listen and read; as you interact
and think. As you put in the time and effort you will get there. It takes time and you have time here. You
don’t  speak  Spanish  well…yet.    But  you  will.  You  will.
DEALING WITH STRUGGLE
When you are learning a new language you will occasionally find yourself in situations where you are
struggling to understand. You will be faced with situations where you do get it and you have to reach a bit.
You will understand most things in this class, but you will not always understand everything. And that is
good.    That  is  what  language  teachers  call  the  “i  +  1”  level—just slightly above what you know now, your
current level of acquisition. This is not a death struggle. It is not drowning in language (also called
immersion). It is just enough to keep you engaged.
You may need to learn that struggle does not indicate a lack of intelligence. Struggle is not weakness.
Struggle is an opportunity. Struggle indicates strength. Struggle shows that you have what it takes
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emotionally to learn; and to continue to learn beyond the classroom.Your success in this class will be
based  more  on  your  willingness  to  struggle  than  on  how  “smart”  you  are.If  you  are  not  struggling  a  bit  we  
are wasting your time.
You will purposefully be put into situations that are just slightly beyond your reach. I will probe the
boundaries of what you can understand.I will create experiences where you need to stretch a bit so that
you can struggle. I am not going to leave you there permanently; I am going to help you to overcome
those struggles.
My goal is to not praise you for your intelligence or your natural attributes, but on your efforts. The
students that try will be speaking Spanish five years from now, while the students that rely merely on their
intelligence and test-taking ability will have forgotten it all.
SAYINGS AND POSTERS
You will hear and see expressions like these a lot in this classroom:
•  Being  “smart”  is  not  required  in  this  class.    We  will  make  you  smart.
•  Nobody  laughs  at  babies.    Nobody  says  they  are  dumb  because  they  can’t  talk.  They  just  haven’t  
learned yet.
•  Your  brain  is  like  a  muscle—it changes and gets stronger the more you use it.
•  Speed  and  perfection  are  the  enemies  of  acquiring  language.    If  you  think,  “I’m  smart  when  I  am  fast  
and  perfect,”  you  will  not  take  on  anything  challenging.
•  You  don’t  have  to  speak  perfectly  in  here.    You  don’t  have  to  give  long  elaborate  answers.    You  can  just  
listen and give short answers if you feel like it.
•  How  good  you  are  at  something  will  always  improve  when  you  work  on  it.
•  To  be  successful  at  acquiring  a  language  you  need  to  listen  and  read  regularly.    You  need  to  listen  to  
conversations and stories in the language and you need to read books in the language.
•  Success  is  99%  hard  work.    Talent  and  brains  do  not  make  winners.    A  slow  starter  that  works  hard  will  
come out on top.
•  Failure  is  not  a  sign  of  stupidity  but  a  lack  of  experience  and  skill.    You  can  get  experience  and  develop  
skill in here.
•  You  can  do  more  than  you  think  you  can.    Early  performance  does  not  tell  you  anything  about  you  future.    
Just because some students pick it up quickly does not mean that others cannot do it better eventually
with focus and training.
•  I  am looking for students that want to learn—no confidence, experience, ability or previous success
required.
•  Even  if  you  think  you  are  not  good  at  learning  language,  you  can  still  plunge  into  it  wholeheartedly  and  
stick to it. Actually, you need to plunge into it because you are no good at it.
•  When  you  do  not  understand  ask  for  help.    Show  that  you  do  not  get  it.    By  doing  that  you  are  raising  
your intelligence.
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Part II: Keep Them Under Control
A. Routines
Teach the routines for everything that you habitually do in class, starting from day one. The
training in routines lasts for the first 2-3 weeks—during the honeymoon period. This time
investment pays off later. We do not dump ALL of the rules and procedures on them all at once,
but little by little as the situation comes up. Most of the routines below will naturally be part of
the class within the first two weeks of school, so we teach a couple of routines a day in tandem
with the language lesson. We do not assume that every student knows how to act in class, so
we teach them the behavior and the routines. We are establishing the culture of our classroom.
These routines take time, but they pay off powerfully later.
We practice, practice, practice the routines until the students get them. Repeat as often as
necessary.
•How Class Starts.
We start on time every day.
Enforcing starting on time
Pull: Show funny videos in the TL only during passing period. Señor Wooly.
Push/Pull: Positive consequences (PAT points) for the class if
a) All students arrive on time (1 point)
b) Allareprepared (1 point)
c) Allarequiet (1 point)
The class gets the points (minutes) if every student behaves this way.
Push: Mark student tardy
The Repasito (Little Review). Five questions on the board waiting as students arrive.
They have their job to do, and you as the teacher have your job.
•How We Sit in Class
Sit up straight. Head up. Clear eyes and brain. Research shows this works to make
students more alert—fake it till you make it.
•How to Participate in Class
Activity. No passivity
Sit up
Listen with the intent to understand.
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•How to Show You Do Not Understand
Hand to fist
Hands waving down (slow down)
•How to ask a question in class
Ask permission to speak in English
•How to ask to go to the restroom
(I hardly ever give permission)
•What To Do When You Feel Restless
Stand up unobtrusively. Go to the back and stand or walk around for a while.
I need to stand up and walk around too.
•What  To  Do  When  You  Are  Tardy
Say “Lo  siento.” And sit down quietly.
We  acknowledge  you,  you  say  you’re  sorry  and  we  graciously  forgive  you.
•What To Do When the Teacher Asks You to Go to the Back of the Class.
Not  a  punishment,  just  a  quick  “think  about  it”, so you get up and go
Fill out a Think Sheet
Rejoin your classmates when you are ready
•  How  We  End  Class
We end on time.
The teacher dismisses the class, not the clock, not the bell.
No putting stuff away early.
Here is what we routinely and respectfully say:
Teacher:
Students:
Teacher:
Students:

¡Clase!
¿Sí, señor?
Gracias por aprender.
Gracias porenseñarnos.

Class!
Yes, sir?
Thank you for learning.
Thank you for teaching us.

•How We Get Materials from the Classroom Library
Orderly.Quickly.Quietly.
Students direct themselves and take turns going up.
About five at a time.
Skip those that are not paying attention.
•How to Choose a Book from the Classroom Library
This poster is posted prominently in several places near the classroom library. It just says pick
something interesting and comprehensible in many different ways. Our students have been
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trained that reading is distasteful, loathsome task that no one ever really like to do. You will
need to emphasize this to the students scores of times, hundreds of times until they begin to get
the message that they are actually trying to find and read a book that the can understand
without too much trouble and that appeals to them.
HOW TO CHOOSE A BOOK
Pick something INTERESTING&COMPREHENSIBLE. You should enjoy it
and it should be relatively easy for you to read. It does not have to be
utterly fascinating, and you do not have to understand every single word.
It just has to hold your interest for a while, and it has to be something that
you can mostly understand.
If you find you don't like it or it doesn't make sense to you, choose
something else to read next time.
You can read the same thing again if you want. That is a good option too.
Here it is available as a small poster:
http://www.brycehedstrom.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/09/HOW-TO-CHOOSE-READINGMATERIAL-Classroom-Poster.pdf
•How We Read
The teacher models reading as the students read. When the students start reading the teacher
starts reading a book also. Too few students have adults modeling reading in front of them.
Resist the urge to grade papers or do computer work while students are reading. Nothing is
more important than reading during reading time. Students that do not like to read will do
anything to get out of it, so we must show that it is something that we teachers enjoy doing. The
simple act of modeling reading shows how important it is. If the teacher is enjoying a book
students are less likely to interrupt or act out. In my class they frequently peer up at see if I am
actually still reading and then return to their book—almost as if they cannot believe that an adult
would actually be reading.
Two or three small, colorful posters with these words on them are placed around the room:
Dear students,

DURING SSR
NO DISTRACTONS WHATSOEVER:
•  NO  GETTING  NEW  BOOKS
•  NO  BATHROOM  PASSES
•  NO  THROWING  AWAY  TRASH
•  NO  TALKING      •  NO  SLEEPING
•  NO  WRITING          •  NO  DRAWING
¿Why?
Because we are reading.
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We are not avoiding reading and we are not just pretending to read.

The poster is available to download here:
http://www.brycehedstrom.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/09/SSR-Reading-Poster.pdf
•  Why  We  Read
The following quotes are posted around the room prominently.
MOTIVATIONAL READING QUOTES
We remember things best when they are organized with everything else we know, when
they come with stories attached, rather than as isolated bits of information.
―Frank  Smith,  Reading FAQ
New words are learned with remarkable facility, especially in stories, when you are
readingsomethingthatmakes sensetoyou.
―Frank  Smith,  Reading FAQ
Picking up word meanings by reading is 10 times faster than intensive vocabulary
instruction.
―Stephen  Krashen
Teaching vocabulary lists is inefficient—the time is better spent reading alone.
―Stephen  Krashen
People acquiring a second language have the best chance for success through reading.
―Stephen  Krashen
Incidental learning of words during reading may be the easiest and single most powerful
means of promoting large-scale vocabulary growth.
W.E. Nagy & P.A. Herdman Quoted in Extended Reading in the Foreign Language Classroom
There is overwhelming research showing that recreational reading in a second language
is  a  powerful  means  of  improving  grammar,  vocabulary,  spelling  and  writing  ability  ―  
and it is far more efficient and far more pleasant than traditional instruction.
―  Stephen  Krashen,  PhD
Ultimately, the purpose of literature is to provide meaning in our lives.
-Jim Trelease
Literature is considered such an important medium – more than television, more than
films, more than art or overhead projectors – because literature brings us closest to the
human heart.
-Jim Trelease
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http://www.brycehedstrom.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/09/LANGUAGE-ACQUISITIONREADING.pdf
•How  We  Return  Books  to  the  Classroom Library
Exactly the same way that we get them from the classroom library. Put them back in the exact
same place , please so that you can find your book next time.
•How to Write the Title on Papers
Use a full sheet of notebook paper (part of the preparation piece)
In the upper right hand corner write:
First and Last name
Write out the date in Spanish in words
(Students can learn the date formula, months and numbers quickly and painlessly this way)
The class period and level
Write the title of the activity on the top line of the paper in the center.
•How Students Grade Papers in Class
Teachers do not have to grade every single paper in class.
Pass to person next to you (not across room)
Student grading is OK, per the US Supreme Court.
Student grading is allowable according to the Supreme Court of the United States.
In a 2002 decision, Owasso vs. Falvo, the Supreme Court ruled 9-0 that there is
nothing illegal about the paper-swapping  practice.  The  Court’s  decision  mentioned  
that, "Correcting a classmate's work can be as much a part of the assignment as
taking the test itself." Justice Anthony M. Kennedy, a former law professor who
still teaches several classes a year, wrote for himself and seven colleagues:
"It is a way to teach material again in a new context, and it helps show students
how to assist and respect fellow pupils."
Students enjoy it and can learn from each other when we discuss the answers.

•How We Pass in Papers
It can take five seconds or less to pass in papers. If isis done right, the end result is that all
papers are in alphabetical order and have been checked to be sure they have a names and a
grade on them. This is another way that we show that this is a game and we are all in it
together. Here is how it works:
The room is divided into two more-or-less equal sides.
“This side, pass your papers to student X, this side, to student Y.”
Students pass their papers to the designated student. When all papers from one side
are collected, the designeegets up and takes the papers to the other side.
Loser has to put papers in alphabetical order by last name.
No name? No last name? No score? Illegible name?That person has to put the papers
in order.
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Student puts papers on teacher desk or in designated area when completed.
•How We Get in Pairs
http://www.brycehedstrom.com/wpcontent/uploads/2011/09/Study_Buddy_Map_CENTRAL_AMERCIA.pdf
•The Signal for Getting Quiet
Teacher raises hand and says  in  a  normal  voice  (not  yelling),  “Clase”(Class!)
The  students  respond  with  “¿Sí,  señor?”    (Yes, sir?)
•  How to React to a Story
•  How to React in a Story (actors)
•  How to React When Someone Sneezes
“¡Salud!”
•  How we prepare for, sit down and behave during Kindergarten Reading time
•  How to Behave when Playing Games

B. Heading Off Trouble
Sitting Too Long = ADHD
Get them up and moving.(Amigos  de…  Maps)
Pair up. Think/Pair/Share
Mix up the activities before they get stale—do not show all your cards at once.
Active (Rowdy and Loud) Games--occasionally

C. Getting Your Game Face On
See Tools for Teaching, by Fred Jones
•  Proximity. Students that are farthest away feel safer. The kid in the far corner of the room
will act up. Do not let them feel safe. Move toward them.
•  The turn. Head. Shoulders Squared hips. Use your hips. Works like a laser beam all across
the room.
•The  “Queen Elizabeth”  Look: Relaxed face. A nothing  look.    Inscrutable,  “Mona  Lisa”  look.    
Jaws relaxed, teeth not touching, lips loosely closed.
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HOW to set-up PAT
1. How often you do it?
* Every Friday
2. How many points have to be earned to get it?
* 40-50pts (6 possible per day plus extra points for WOW-ing me)
3. How,where,on what do you keep track of points?
* point-marker students will have job to mark points on large displaypaper on wall
4. How can your students earn these points?
* 3pts for ALL being OnTime, InSeat, Prepared for class at bell
* 3pts for participating in TL, answering&asking questions,slowing&stopping me as needed

D.    Classroom  Jobs:    We’re  All  in  This  Together
Far too often school is just a place where students go to watch teachers work. By regularly
including students in the work of the classroom we send a strong message that we are all in this
together, that we are all working toward a common goal. One powerful way to do this is with
classroom jobs. John Wooden claimed that what made him successful was that he was able to
find jobs that fit the players on his teams. If we do something similar with the students in our
classes we will increase the likelihood of success—happier students, less stress for teachers,
increased engagement and more proficient language learners.
Here are some of the jobs we have come up with in my classes so far this year:
• Day/Date Changer Changes these items for each new day first thing every morning so that
students can see the day and the date in the target language in order to write it on their
assignments. This student needs to be able to get to class a bit early every day.
• Weather Changer Changes the description of the weather on the board to match the
weather outside for their class.
•  Screen
Is in charge of putting the screen up and down—sometimes several times per
class period, depending on media use that day. Must  be  a  real  “with  it”  student  that  pays  
attention and can read the direction the class is heading and can act before instructed. I usually
need to fire one or two volunteers from this job in each class before the right person is found.
Raises the screen as soon as the tardy bell rings so that students can begin their bell activity.
•  Lights
Turns on the lights in the classroom when the tardy bell rings. Also turns lights on
and off as needed during the class.
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•  Projector
Turns off the projector when the tardy bell rings. Turns projector on and
off as needed during the class. Advances PowerPoint slides as teacher is speaking, if needed.
• PAT Points Writer Keeps track of the PAT points several times every day, but especially at
the beginning and end of class. Must remind the teacher or the class will get no points,
because points do not carry over from day to day if they forget to ask and record them.
•  Paper Sorter
This is a revolving job—almost every student will do this eventually. When
papers are turned in, the teacher call two student names, one from each side of the classroom.
Students on that side hand papers to the designee, who gathers them all and rushes to the
middle. Last one there alphabetizes  the  papers  by  last  name  and  places  them  on  the  teacher’s  
desk. The sorter also checks to see there is a legible first and last name on the paper and that
all papers have the date (in the target language), the class period and the title clearly written on
them.
• Special Word Highlighters Temporary jobs—they last only until students understand the
highlighted words. These students help to emphasize important or abstract words that student
need to know—especially at the beginning of Spanish I. Whenever the teacher says one of
these words, the Highlighter for that word interrupts and loudly repeats the word so that
students will notice and understand it, usually with an action.
Pero (But)

Puts  up  a  finger  and  loudly  says  “pero”.    The  word  but is an
important word. But changes the direction of a narrative from the
expected course. Emphasizing this word helps slower students to
realize that a transition is taking place—that the direction of a
story has changed—crucial for slower students.

¿Quién? (Who?)

Says  “Quién means  ‘who’!”

¿Por qué? (Why?)

Throws up his hands looks up and says ¿Por qué?, then slumps
down on his desk in despair. Good temporary job for an energetic
and funny kid.

Hay (There is)

Lifts  both  hands  and  loudly  says  “Hay means  there  is!”

• Sneeze Person
This person gets the attention of the class when someone sneezes and
says, “¡Clase!  Uno,  dos  tres…”(Class!  One,  two  three...), and then the whole class says ¡Salud!,
which is sort of like Gesundheit, or God bless you in Spanish. We do this so that students do not
break into English and pop the magic Spanish bubble we are creating by using the T.L. The
students have to say ¡Salud! like they mean it. As with other class procedures, if we do not feel
the love we repeat the process until they get it right.
• Candy Sharer
This student shares candy or treats that the teacher has provided. There
is a basket that is labeled Comparte conmigo (Share with me). The students walks around the
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room offering candy to students that ask politely in the target language. This is also used as a
prize for PAT competitions.
• Rejoinders Counter
Rejoinders are short, common expressions that keep a
conversation going at little linguistic cost. Rejoinders are great for beginners to learn because
they can participate in a conversation and keep the input coming relatively easily. Each class
needs to say a certain number of rejoinders every day—and at appropriate times. This student
keeps a tally and reports the number at the end of class. Each class has a goal and can earn a
reward.
JOBS FOR STORY DAYS
These next five jobs are all going on all at once on days that we invent/ask a story. There are
notebooks that stay in the class for the Quiz Writer, Story Details Writer and the Artist so that
the information is not lost if they are absent. Stories from other classes can be compared this
way and material is available for absent students as well.
• Quiz Writer This is a high-functioning student that can listen, understand and write at the
same time; writes questions about the story. Can write questions that teacher asks as we
invent, review and verify details of the story. Writes 15-20 questions during the day(s) that the
story develops. Also writes answers on following page. teacher chooses 10 of the best and
clearest questions for an oral quiz about the story. Quiz Writer gets an automatic 100% on the
quiz.
• Story Details Writer Another high-functioning student that can listen, understand and write at
the same time; writes the details about the story to be sure that the class remembers everything
from day to day. The class will usually remember, but this provides us with an expert.
• Artists This is a student that can understand the story and quickly draw attractive,
recognizable line drawings of the most important parts of the story. The drawings may be used
for students to re-tell the story later as a class activity or assessment.
• Actor(s) We only need one or two good actors per class. They need to understand the
teacher and coordinate their actions with the words of the teacher. They can and should be
able to act crazy and be expressively creative, but they also need to be able to just stand there
like a prop for long periods of time while we ask questions about the story and verify details.
•  Specialty Actor(s) These  are  students  that  are  “experts”  at  something.  They are used on
some story days. It may be a student that has horses and a horse comes up in the story, so we
need an expert to check details about horses or to act like a horse or to handle an imaginary
horse. It can be a student that is very persuasive, so when someone needs to be talked into an
action, that student is brought into the story. A specialty can even be a kid that enjoys acting like
a tree or a door—low language production, but can be a fun part.
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• New Word / Structure Counters (on specific new word days) Student volunteers are asked
to count the number of times a specific grammatical structure is used during the class period.
This helps the teacher to see if there are enough repetitions. This can be very enlightening
when you think you have said a word over and over, but you only said it 6 times.
• Videographer
Runs the video camera on filming days. May need to download the video
to  teacher’s  web  site  to  share with absent students.
JOBS FOR KINDERGARTEN READING DAY
• Rug Person (On Kindergarten Reading days) Gets out the rug and unrolls it for students to sit
on during kindergarten reading time. Rolls it back up and puts it away afterwards.
• Cookies (On Kindergarten Reading days) This student volunteers the day before to bring
cookies to share with the class while they are being read to during Kindergarten Reading time.
NOTE: Check with your school before you do this. Many school districts and states do not
allow home made products into schools and some require verification that no nuts are involved
in the processing due to extreme allergies.
• PAT Activity Points Writer / Judge(On PAT days) When the class is playing a game on a
PAT day this student stands at the board and records the points for the game or activity. Kids
love competition
• PAT Activity M.C. (On PAT days) This is a person that has distinguished her/himself by
responsibility and natural leadership ability. This must be a take-charge type and be quick
witted. They are standing in for the teacher, who models game decorum in the class for several
weeks beforehand and trains the class in expected and acceptable behavior during games.
This student really helps to free up teacher time to deal with students that need help getting
caught up on the side or to do paperwork while the class is busy playing a game.
•  Host/Translator
Helps to make observers, guests and visitors in the classroom feel
comfortable and welcome by sitting beside them and explaining what is happening. The host
also translates into English for those that do not understand the target language.
•  Props

Gets the props for the actors.

•  Student Aide
Another student that I could not do without is a student aide. This is
different from a classroom job, in that it is an official class for the student. The aide organizes
the classroom library, puts up posters, makes copies, scans drawings into the computer, films
the class (if no videographer is available), adds materials to web sites for students and any
other task that needs to be done..
I am not exactly lazy, but I have enough to do and I need help to make the classroom work. If a
student can do a task, I let them do it. There are some things that ONLY the teacher can do—
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like think, plan, orchestrate. There are other tasks that students can do, so they are asked to do
them. We are all in this together.
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The Compelling Input Hypothesis
S Krashen (www.sdkrashen.com; twitter; skrashen; facebook Stephen Krashen)
Two views of language/literacy development
A. The comprehension hypothesis: we acquire language when we understand it.
1. grammar, vocabulary = RESULT of language acquisition
2. pleasant immediately
B. The skill building hypothesis: first learn about language, practice rules
1. grammar, vocabulary learned first, then you can use the language
2. delayed gratification (that never arrives)
Special case of the comprehension hypothesis: the reading hypothesis - reading is the source
of our reading ability, writing ability (writing style), vocabulary, spelling, grammar)
Most powerful form = free voluntary reading (FVR) – some recent evidence
Correlational studies:
The UK Study: Sullivan and Brown: Predictors of scores on vocabulary test given at age 42
max % incr

Comment

parent occupation

0.1

parent education

0.5

newspapers in home at age 16

0.7

tabloid only negative

book reading at 16

1.8**

more than once a week

read as child

3.5**

Often

musical instrument at 10

.6*

yes or no

musical instrument at 16

-0.6

not significant

vocabulary size results
age 5

.1**

age 10

.2**

age 16

.3***

education at age 42

2.2**

occupation at age 42

3.5**

fiction at age 42: high-brow

5.3**

readsbooks every day

factual books at 42: high-brow

3*

newspapers at 42

1.2*

tabloid only negative

musical instrucment at 42

1.2*

yes or no

1. Reading at age 42 counts, independent of reading at 16 or younger and previous vocabulary
scores.
2. Fiction counts
3. Music counts a little. Reading counts more.
4. Reading counts even when you control for parent occupation and parent education.
5. reading counts more than your own education, AND is independent of your educational level
Note also middle-brow fiction does well: 3.4%, but low-brow only .8%.
Sullivan, A. and Brown, M. 2014. Vocabulary from Adolescence to Middle Age. Centre for
Longitudinal Studies, University of London
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Krashen and Mason (forthcoming): Seven subjects did independent self-selected reading
and took the TOEIC pre and post. Ages 21 to 78! Duration 22 to 162 weeks. Gains in terms
in terms of points gained per hour on the TOEIC = .62 pts/hour
To move from 250 to 950 TOEIC score; one hour per day of PLEASURE READING for
three years (about 1200 hours).
Compelling Comprehensible Input: So interesting not aware of the language, sense of time,
self diminishes = Flow (Csíkszentmihályi): the end of motivation
Case histories: language acquisition never the goal, but a by-product. It was the story.
1. Jack, Mandarin heritage language speaker: Stories of A Fanti led to improvement,
but only when stories were available (Lao & Krashen, IJFLT, 2008).
2. Paul: Cantonese & English speaker, acquired Mandarin from cartoons and lots of
TV shows and movies, with no particular motivation to acquire Mandarin.
3. Fink (1996/6) 12 people considered dyslexic. 9 published creative or scholarly works,
one Nobel laureate. 11 learned to read between 10-12, one in 12th grade. “As
children, each had a passionate personal interest, a burning desire to know more
about a discipline that required reading … all read voraciously, seeking and reading
everything they could get their hands on about a single intriguing topic."
Our development of academic language.
THREE STAGES to academic/specialized language development: compelling
comprehensible input
ONE: Read alouds, storytelling: overwhelming research support for vocabulary, listening
comprehension, interest in books
TWO: free voluntary reading: the bridge between conversational and academic
(specialized) language.
THREE: Academic Reading: COMPELLING, SELF-SELECTED, NARROW reading of
academic texts of great interest to the reader
Reading the main source, not the classroom: (Biber, 2006: classroom discourse is closer to

conversational language than to academic language).
Can academic/specialized language proficiency be “learned”?
The unique contribution of TPRS
Comprehensible input, in common with TPR, Natural Approach
Compelling CI: An increase in compellingness, from "legency methods" to
TPR to Natural Approach to TPRS
WHY TPRS is compelling: STORIES, PERSONALIZATION,
INTERESTING READING
Compelling input
- increases tolerance of noise in the input – less need for transparency
- weakens and even destroys affective filter, output filter
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